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This quiz can be used to make the total number of assignments for each student in the class even, and may or
may not be graded based on the professor's discretion. Tentative List of References: Your professor will often
give you a minimum number of references for you to include as a tentative list of references for your research
paper proposal. State the controversial points if there are any around the subject of the studies. Inform about
the limitation. Before embarking on the proposal writing process, make sure that you have your research
question narrowed down properly and a solid outline as to how you will structure your proposal. Context Your
proposal should include a brief background to which you conducted your research. A collage is simply a group
of objects arranged together to create a complete image of an idea, theme, or memory. I could not have seen
that perspective of the story had it not been for some of the more innocent visuals on the board. Just as a quiz
is almost always optional based on class initiation of discussion, the collage will also be optional based on
similar student effort parameters. Write a literature review. Mla annotated bibliography means that you
provide book identifications in mla format namely full last and first name of the authors bookarticle title
magazine title if any issuenumber publisher and dates of publication. Abstract: This portion should be around
words long, consisting of the central question that you wish to address. Plan of Action The students will have
one week from the announcement of the project to complete the collage and prepare a presentation for it. It is
okay for this section to be only a few sentences long if the proposal is short. Example of a research proposal
paper in mla format. This will be higher than the actual number of references you include in your final paper
since you likely will not use all of those on your tentative list. Research proposal example find a research
proposal example to solve your academic problem. Will you include opposing views and comparing and
contrasting them to your views? All rights reserved. Then explain how you analyzed the findings. To be able
to achieve this goal, you need to provide evidence that you are on the right path with a well thought out
research paper proposal. Make sure that you grab the attention of the audience and outline whether your
research is quantitative or qualitative. Lets consider a small piece of one. This is where you go into detail
about how your proposal will be implemented. You can create an annotated bibliography , giving some
insights into how each of the sources helped you with your research. Necessary Resources Another simple
part. At the end of the writing process, you will have a proposal that explains your research question and the
purpose of your conducted study. Typically, people only make proposal to solve a problem. It provides the
specific rules and guidelines on how to structure, write, and format the research works. You can draw on
similar past experiences to show why this proposal will work just like previous ones. The more prepared you
look the better your chances are to get the proposal passed or get a better grade if it is for a class. Quite simply,
is it a viable proposal? The students will be given a rubric with the exact requirements of the project and what
the purpose of the project is. This section should be brief and only discuss what your actual proposition is. I
will make the rubric myself and submit it for approval, or we can use the rubric that I have attached. In terms
of tangible resources, this project is not very demanding. Once you chose the topic, follow the research
proposal template. Kronos Art Gallery. Each student must choose one reading that we have done so far or will
read in the future, and no two students may choose the same work.


